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minstrel

1. s3gtfo^o6* "Invocation to the Muse"

2.
"

Literary Criticism : A Short History" : William K. Wimsatt, Jr., and Gleanth
Brooks : 1964 : p.3.

3. "Demodochus: a musician at the court of Ateinous, who sang, in the presence
of Ulysses, the secret amours of Mars and Venus : Odessy : 8; V.44" :

Lempriere's Classical Dictionary.



(Hesiod)

(minstrel)

c5oSj*<prfo

(Bernard Bosanquet)
-

Sp^^S" (Hephaestus)

(Achilles)

-So



(medium)

(Space) S^oip ^c^EoS

(Sophists)
-

Q O

4. "The Making of Literature" : RA Scott - James : 1953 : p. 30.
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: C$6 1#
-

(Nature)
-

x o

Nietzsche

(Satire) &*

(Aristophanes) ^^5 Frogs (405 BC)

(Aeschylus) ^c^^oazpS^ , C3da>6:d^ (Euripides)

rfbeao

5. 'The Story of Philosophy': Will Durant

6. "The Making of Literature" : pp. 26, 36.
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1,2 : "The Story of Philosophy" : Will Durant : p. 13.
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'

(ION)

0606
f

- (Asclepious)

(rhapsodist
-

'

(inspiration)

(Lyrics)
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> 5*08

(oracles) & a

(Commu-

nicate)

"For the poet is a light and winged and hoi/ thing, and turn it no invention

in him until he has been inspired and is out of his sens**, and the mind
is no longer in him; when he has not attained to this state, he is power-
less and is unable to utter his oracles." * ion.

"It removed the poet from the ordinary canons of judgement, and made
him something between a prophet and a mad man - sometimes one, some-
times the other, and sometimes both.' -"Critical Approaches to literature"
- David Daiches.
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8)8'- ^tfS' S>8
<p

^^
9

(State)

(Justice), ^oeix) (Goodness).

5s5, rffl^tf^^ (CMc Virtue)

e^oo

9



(unworthy objects <&)

5. ." I confess I am checked by a kind of affectionate respect for Homer, of

which 1 have been conscious since i was a child. For of alt those beautM
tragic poets he seems to have been the original master and guide. But ft

would be wrong to honour a man at the expense of Truth, and therefore

I must speak out", > *RepubBc-XV

6. "Poets and prose writers are mistaken in dealing with human life in the most
important respects. They give us to understand that many evil livers are

happy and many righteous men unhappy; and fliat wrong doing if it be
undetected, is profitable white honest dealing is beneficial to one's neighbour,
but dangerous to one's self." -

Republic.
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o c56

. ^gcxS*
v i5Pp8(IHusion). Ssfcot

Ibfi* Theory of Ideas

p, tftfo
rs

(relative)

11



(idea)

^o6^

(Absolute Beauty) &^6 &,gj."i.
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(Consorship)& dba3cs^
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SoiS

7.
* The lunafic, the fever -and the poet

Are of imagination all compact" -
Shakespeare.

8. "Great wits are sonnetimes to madness near allied." -
Dryden.
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sptfoff*
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t eJ &ia)O8^S Sofl-oS ^5 SDCPO^O

16
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384 . tfrftf

s>$o|flcx& (intuition)

17



1

(Dryden),

(Sophocles)

(Comedy) ,

J

(Euripides)

(dfthyrambic poetry)-

(flute and
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, #bo, sxJfcp, 3b#c5 (harmony) cpgu*

&&$ esS^sa (colour and form)

(harmony and rhythm),

-u^S 6S<S^ . JoS*e

, Empedocles

>

Polygnotus

f Pauson

1.2:
_
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Dronysius

(harmony I)

(rediculous)

(error) sSo oSorf 5oo5c&&>

(epic),

20



s^Sbasarf abstract ?tf SJOP

-2-

3. "The Making of Literature" : R.A. Scott - James (1953) p. 54.

,4. "Tragedy is...an imitation of a noble and complete action, having the proper

magnitude; it employs language that has been artistically enhanced by each

of the kinds of linguistic adornment, applied separately in the various parts

of the play; it is presented in dramatic, not narrative form, and achieves,

through the representation of pitiable and fearful incidents, the catharsis of

suctt pitiable and fearful incidents"- Translation by Leon Golden: "Twentieth

Century Criticism: The Major Statements* - Edited by William J. Handy and

Max Westbrook. -
p 122.
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3b'4J (Plot,
character and

thought). e ^o^SoiSS &>&&>&&>ti&>otfo&> (matter)

O

JO (diction), Scsfio. (song), <$^^oip^^oc5i) tfotfoS

(Spectacle).

^beS^, rlc&&ij* ^A^tfss& ^5jo<^gSbs oft,
a

ofcd83 $s>o^>q^ e9c&^8dc& i5ScSrjrf^8o3 ac^^SS

(manner &>)

(matter cirs), zfrggSbx*^ (medium

"Tragedy... is art imitation of an action that is serious, complete, and of a
certain magnitude, in language embellished with each kind of artistic

ornament, the several kinds being found in separate parts of the play; in

the form of action, not of narrative, through prty and fear effecting the proper

purgation of these emotions'
1- Butcher's rendering.
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ig&.e ^tfgog rpg",

5. "What is character but the determination of incident? "asks Henry James.
"What is incident .but the illustration of character?

" -
"Literary Criticism: A

Short History" : p 37.
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es

tfo

o

. (Sbb

a o

(probability),

(necessly) &TIP|^ ^^OCP. Q<> ^e^fi^^&i^
6

^g3btfa. r*^ rfo^^^eo atfrfrf ^S^go (impossi-

ble} a&ofcfcSD ; r^ <ptforftfo (improbable)

24



(universal)

25

(impossible) esoo^, ^qpO-o^esd^ (i&oa ^JP"^ <*><

^ort^S) (probable)-



>)

(Unity of Plot) ft&oiSdb. es

&S"

(Complex)

6. Thou^i it deals wilh the indcvidual, ft aims at univers.aJ truth.- "The Making
of LiteratuiB" : p. 61.
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(error)

es>8^a^~
<^&^S <s5eSo Hermitius,

. ) LAtfS" (Oedipus)

loo rf

-3-

(simple rp)

(Complex)

(discovery)

^^ (episodic plot) ^Srp

(Complex)

(Peripety) aSor^S, A&ribcS 2S6*c^ ^ob 3o& &do (Discov-

ery)

27



fLynceus')

^ Danaus

So 4Srfon Danaus So Stf^do eatfrfrp/ Lynceus

s
J

(discov-
t*5

.

"

ery).

(Odysseus) ^cps (Ithaca) So

(scar) a5o

(discovery) tfre<

(peripety)

",

cipol^o BP^SopSl

28



eeogtfsa (Spectacle)

<? cr>

p - g'e^no

fPolitics
1

)

29



(Suffering)

,^ 38

S'dies)

'

30



-5-

sS,

(Trojan War)

(episodes)

7. .....by exciting pity and fear in us, tragedy enables us to leave the theater

in calm of mind, all passion spent"
- David Daiches under "(catharsis".

8.
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(Simple rp) sp t (Complex) rp

(Spectacle), r?c&x> (Song)

(Diction)

3>

(Mliad
1

)

(simple

(Discovery)

-
Thought),

Qodbfi*

(Peripety),

(suffering)

'

( 'Odessey')
^

esdri

f ill,
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s0 f eSb

9. "For purposes of poetry a convincing impossibility is preferable to an

unconvincing possibility.'-John Warrington's translation in "Critical Problems".

33



10. The poet, says Arisfote, can make an error of fact that "fe not in the

essentials of the poetic art" and does not affect the poetic truth of his

work. He distinguishes clearly between practical knowledge and literal truth

on the one hand, and imaginative understanding and poetic truth on the

other, and in doing so shows much -of Plato's discussion of the matter
to be thoroughly conteed. - "Critical Approaches to LJterafure" : David
Dafehes -

p.40.
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(Comedy)

(Dionysic

rituals) ^* '&-CPO' (Dithyramb)

(Margites)

on 8to.^ae^iS^ (invective)

11. Q
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(redicutous) o

(deformity)

(error) rp, & Ss^tfo (ugliness) rp ^odb&ofi sS,

(Comic mask)

(Imperfect)

(amusement) s$

(rational activity)

12. "Tractatus Coisfinianus". Qa 1839 ^ es>xS^ oa3o&. ^^d 10
"

Literary Criticism: A Short Hfetory:"
-

p. 46.
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(pain)

(probability), 3<g?Bp (necessity)

3*8^

Dt5? (Butcher) d^Sif
4

<^o ^g^S'-S^eScS <Si

(ft&

13. "Greek tragedy..." says Butcher,
"

combines in one harmonious

representation the individual and the universal. Whereas comedy tends to

merge the individual in the type, tragedy manifests the type through the

individual". -
"Literary Criticism : A Short History".

-
p. 49.
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&a^^"^

(tragic flaw),

(manners

14. -^ : p. 60.

38



(Romantic Comedies) OSF^SO. &>5 &$&>$ ^3booo

e-tf 5fc*EPS& S|SoijcxD.
es

9
&

39



I. 3&*. 322 *
&tfc8ocp&. I. &>. 146

(i)

, (ii) ^toe^ ?

(Catullus) oSjo,

, (Hi)

*e&> "&

S*sbS 8)fc5 (Cicero :. 106-43 B.C) LA^

(Demosthenes : 384-322 B.C.)

1. CaRknachua ^^o&^^ epigrammet
' A big book is a big nuisance"

53^^. *Uteraiy Oritcfem: A Short History" : p 78.

2. Epigram, tegy, idytl, pastoral, didactic 0* 5PDa.

3.
"

^..te Cictro and to most of his contemporaries oratory was the queen
of Msrary kinds, with poetry as her riarKlrnakr. -

UJterary Cr^
- Volume if. Qraeco - Roman : J.W.H. Atkins: p. 37.
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&&*&> isfcprf (tfoqpcxS'
6 - De Oratore, Brutus, Orator

(31 B.C. - 14 A.D.)

o

e& ScS
Q

b, 800 - 730

B.C. ^^gs^oo ?3"<$5 &*&$ **&&*&,' 56Q B.C.

(Sapho) ft^

41



. Odes, Epodes, ><?>|aS
Vatfoj (Satires),

(Epistles)
-

1

(Virgil), *35c&l? (Varius)

e (Conversa-

tional lyrics)

, 0^8

. "Epistle to

Pfeos" ^e ]opd5bs)&^5 S^oSi. Lucius Calpumius Piso

(48 B.C. - 32 A.D.) S 96& &aip&. ^cb Lucius, Gaius.

4. -literary Criticism : A Short History". -
p. 89.

42



"Ars Poetica
H

QuintHian. 'Ars'

%

es&j &6oco<sos'
1 6^ poesis (subject matter)

poema (form)
N

s^)S', poeta (the poet) >S)' c^.;S5icfi&

"3040^5 SsT

A body of principles and rules which intending poets would find useful

in composing.
-

"Literary Criticism in Antiquity: Vol If -
p.74.

43



09 C*l

fcfiod

(aesthetic)

6.

-: p.- 115.

44



^o

(inspiration)

Isocrates pB^fi85 (rhetoric )

(technical knowledge),

^ox>f^ (Stoics)
'

(a morally good verbal technician)

Younger Seneca

b. Simylus

(didactic poet) ^|^ s^^g-tp&^gb (&&..

>oeirp

88ft

45



Co06 (o
'

. (Symuias ^oi^ps

7. e>o& -3^ Wimsatt and Brooks, The Are Poetica of Horace is a nice milang
of objective and critical rutes with snatches of studio wisdom"
p. 94.

46



. srp-, s^^S "tp^b^oci .rfbSotlcS

"98

.

.Sd3j

47



><>

, "2)Sft,

(roots)

Q

<

Q e> n
.

o

^c5 *EC

(So3borp,

8. 'Uterary Criticism in Antiquity : Vo; II" p. 84.

9. "2)3 : p. 89.

10. "trterary Criticfem : A Short History" : p. 83.
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#0$

5c

(Scientist

(technologist),

idl.

11. "zrzg.aotf iS%
- & {Sbo^S S^S : ^^apcs^u "

: 4ite : 23.

12. Had ancient times conspired to disallow

What then was new, what had been ancient now? -
"Literary Criticism:

A Short History"
-

p. 86.

49



(Classical)

(Renaissance) cxiorfo^
x

Ars Poetica*

50



(Cicero)

( ratory

(Quintilian) (I.
3. 3x>d<S fea>ofi*

Ifi

. (

MThe Training of an Orator : Institutio Oratoria"

:

Stiff*

(Longinus) So

51



. es>a

es>ocp<x> ("graces that lie beyond the reach

of art
11

) DS^
'

SiStSoff*

1, 'I ir*tend to m^ce plan my views on the subject, but I shall leave my
readers free to form their own opinions*. : QuintHian.

52



(Art)

2.

3.

39.

49.

53



p f

of the new and the newest of the old")

4. -a : 4)t> : 50.

54



Jbti

OoStf*5b*3^C.

SSoS

5. "In writing we build as with unhewn stones; we cannot hew or polish our

words so as to make them fit completely'.
-
"Literary Criticism in Antiquity

: Vol. il;" J.W.H. Atkins -
p. 274.

6. "Write quickily and you will never write well, write well and you will soon

write quickly".'- ^ : '-p. 274.

J5S.



.
jftl"

(genius)

56



6

(1554)

. a. 213-72

Palmyra u*d8 Zenobia

il. 3:
v.

(Rome)

LA So

"On the Sublime". s><3<x> Sublime
- rt

oooflcSS
1

5^&^S "hupsos
1

(elevation, height).

Sublime -9c5^

1, "The Making of Uterature": p. 80.

2. "In addition there is this to be said, that the name *Longinus' will do at

well as any other to stand for the unknown". -
"Literary Criticism in Antiquity:

Vol. II".

57



n

'

s^tfeso

Terentianus

- Sublime

(persuatfon)

......the Sublime, whenever it occurs, consists in a certain loftiness and
excellence of language, and it is by this, and this only, that the greatest
poets and prose writers have gained eminence, and won for themselves
a lasting place in the Temple of Fame'. -

Longinus : "On The Sublime":
Translated by H.L Havell.

58



(ecstasy/transport)
o

tfrfrftf^ tfrfoa OSSP CPOfi<>5

aaa,

"A lofty passage does not. convince the reason of the reader, but takes
him out of himself. That which ;is admirable even confounds our judgement,
and eclipses that which is merely reasonable or agreeable. To believe or
not is usually in our power; but the Sublime, acting with an imperious and
irresistable force, sways every readerwhether he will or no*. - "The Sublime-

59



(Grandeur of thought),

(a vigorous and spirited

treatment of passions).

{dignified expression);

and elevation of structure).

tf*5co Ser^o (majesty

"3oj

. Delphi

(Oracle) S <s58

: e^ : 7-469.

60



no
vS ^

O

o>

amplification
-

o

61



6. "The use of figures has a peculiar tendency, to rouse a suspicion of

dishones^ and to create an impression of treachery, scheming, and false

reasoning".
- "The Sublime" 17. .

7. -.. "Beautiful words are in truth the very light (or illumination) of thought"
"The Sublime" - 30.

62



8305*

r

(t0)

6.
"

..... a just judgement of style is the final fruit of long experience" - The
Sublime" - 6.

9.

o: 96, 103.

10. 'But when a passage is pregnant in suggestx>n, when it is hard, nay
impossible, to distract attention from it, and when it takes a strong and

lasting hold on the memory, then we may be sure we have lighted on
the true Sublime". - "The Sublime":? (ss^rf %a't-fc$| *oeto *a>.)

63



tfSbe8oaipc3rfrf

S5?D

sj (enlightend autocracy)

(correctness)

p<i>. >

rfbsso s^Ci. ^ti^g (aSSj85oc!i

11. "How would Homer, had he been here, or how would Demosthenes, have
listened to what I have written, or how would they have been affected

by it?" 'The Sublime': 7.

64



(Apollonius)

t&otfdo,

(Desdemona) Sj^,

65





Atkins ^5^S3 cio^oScpcCb (Classical)

rt3 ^6(^d5ocp&. Wimsatt, Brooks co

s^dSb,

12. "literary Criticism : A Short History"
-
Chapter 6 : "Roman Classicism

Longinus".

: 405.)

67



-1-

Plotinus So

rf (Aesthetics)

(Benedetto Croce) o>

68

neo-Platonists)

jf5).

So3j* - "t^asS)' (Roman School of

Neo-Platonism)

Lt. 3. 244 *
S^S> 3ojyS>. LI.S. 270

s^db (pScpcSon Sb&l". es^g' ^cfc es>a)ocS ^.

(Absolute)
^

'

(Unity)



Sr^cxo

rf^SaS^cfc.

3S$aw5

>. Gothic

architecture

69



, rtb^ ^ (Allegory)

ofi.

4

15

70



-2-

(AlighJeri Dante : 1265-1321)

Co
o a

71



9 **

tfgd#c5, JO, *

'De Vulgari Eloquio'

AfloOtf

(Poetic diction) & rtbBoOtf *&

dftoa. Italian Bishop Marco

Girolamo Vida CP^S^ 1527 ^.poarfDe Arte Poetfca ff*

72



. Joachim du Bellay (1549)
*

Lftf,

n e>

9o'

, iftf,J>

Spenser (1552-'99) "Shepheardes

Calender"
*

17, 18 *0*ejae<5* S^ft, 19

13-14

Illustrious Vernacular

(Grand style)

^pno

bcS (urban)

(childish rp)

rf<i^43:oSa (Feminine) n* ^oapow.

3^6 (Masculine)

2. "Uterary Criticism : A Short Hwibry" : pp. 157-158.

73



o

S6Srp

(rumpled) rp'

-*> n o

2<>5ao> tfroS S^tfto (shaggy)

(mono-syllabalic)

eS
9

(combed)

^8^003. 5*

>c5 glossy-

combed)

(glossy)

(mono-syltebaffc)

fi^flb'S^tfton*

uncouth rp -

childish feminine mascuHne

shaggy rumpted combed glossy

74



Seorfb
"

13, 14

>. De Vujgari

Eloquto rfb

8367?

^So

75



1453

(Renaissance

g^S^ofi. John Wycliffe (^tfno 1384)

1340*5-1400),

(1304-74) *5u3j* (1313-745)

1453

76

8



(individuality )

(humanists)

(human studies &) ^e^^a^5da op8 ?p^5

eocoS

Picodella Mirandola (1463-

94), Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536)

Aenied c

^ 3$ (allegory)

. Aenied

Pagan -

1. 'A History of Civilization : Pre-hbtory to 171S" : Crane Briton, John B.

Christopher and Robert Lee Wolff : p. 298.

77



Aenied

Chabod

. Aenied &
>. Federico

Galen

tissue

$&. ^cp^tfssgb (I. 3

, rtioa.6* a-

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519)

Harvey - Galen

2. 'A History of Civifization : Pre-hwtory to 1715" : p. 292.

78



Unity of action
CJ

(unity)

Scaligar 1516 ^
^c5 "Poetica" &

, Lodovico Castelvetro &$ Toetfca D'Aristotte

Vulgarizza et Sposta
11

(1570) 6*

(Puritans) np *otfS^oo& S*i3^<6. S8S

afta

3. "A History of English Criticism' : George Saintebury : p. 95.

4. Tragedy endeavours, as far as possible, to confine itself to a single

revolution of the surf, or but slightly to exceed the limit; whereas the epte

action has no limits of time".

79



1579 <5* Stephen Gosson "School of Abuse11

(pamphlet &) i$t&eoep<&. 0*33 Sir

Philip Sidney (1554-1586)

-2-

(gentle-

man) ft^. es^ejb ^oo
<SS(^ Sa^^ 2, ?S

Gosson

Gosson, ajpgSA)^ ,

S>P rf^cp^tSo aSg)S irtb$a "Apotogie for

Poetrie".

tfb,

x

Vales'

(Psalms of David) & aaSg5*oSa. Q^ LAsbo>

80



'Poietes'

*of>.

5.

dom, nrtttwr wh plMant rium, hiWul tas, siMKng flow, nor

whateowMT b may iw* th too much (oued *arth mow louaty. HrwoM
to brawn, the po.t only <MkMr a goW'. - 'An.Apotegto lor

81



^b

V (Poetic

SPO^O
'

(moral

philosophy)

(Concretise) 3& &*tbn*&.

82



(Tragedies)

>' (move 3^

83



e>

- 3 -

84

a. s^3
"

n

1

(poetic justice &)

ti



e &p>

. &&*

QOS*

Se:

a

. Castelvetro

Aristotle's "Poetics had been a declaration of independence for poetry as

well as a justification of it; Sidney is content to achieve the latter at the

expense of the former. - "Critical Approaches to Literature", pp. 71-72.

85



Sgggo

5^, Sj

Tragi-Comedy &<^s&'c3S^'

%

Chevy Chase'

7.

43g^^^J^O&.

86



9

CO .

*)!5 (1573-1637)

(1552-'99)

tf*5oi^

(1564-
J

93), aOc&&!^&d&

..oic>rti38oa.

87



(art)

. B5
1

(uniformity),

Sc&tfo S^Spei^ ooe5al

. >ioS^^ (icSorfo SoSwCiei). ifi

c

1. 'A History of English Criticism^ : George Saintsbury. p. 91.
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(Drummond)

"Discoveries"

1640 6^ "Timber"

137

(Epic) rtb6oxi

89



)', ^aa f

(the ^Poema', the Toes/, and

the VPoet
1

) rtb5o)

"Poetis' -

S3S

^

86ft, 86ft

,

S3S

"In all speech, words anc) sense are as the body and the soul. The sense
is the life and soul of language, without which all words are dead" - The
Making of Literature" : p. 120:
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S So'

(3)
<S>

"... to bee able to convert the substance or Riches of another Toef ,
to

his owne use. To make choise of one excelient man above the rest, and

so to follow him, till he grow very Hee; or so like him, as the Copie may
be mistaken for the Principal!

11

No. 130 -
"Literary Criticism. A Short History":

p. 178.
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(Cato)

(Donne),

"

9fpSS-3oacS

(Practical Criticism) 9^)^06. 3a<f a&S" (David Daiches)
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3&&B

*
n

n. nn

SSftofl.

^6

93



10

1678 6* ^&&S (Thomas Rymer)
M3<&<3 cs&rfo

11

. (The Tragedies of the Last Age)

(John_ p
x

Dryden : 1631-1700)
'

1. "It is not enough that Aristotle has said so, for Aristotte drew his models

of tragedy from Sophocles and Euripides; and, if he had seen ours, might
have changed his mind*. ( & 96$Pttetf p. 18,)



(Boileau),

1663
^
VttSapgf ^SsS (Samuel Sorbiere)

, Sj83cfib Sgo$tepe

t JO&iorp

esorf

(Thomas Sprat) ^ijpqp^o \a*d&. s0 ^e-cSo^o^S 1668

"Ah Essay of Dramatic Poesy"

1^06. loSq^oSorp esorf^p^^ 98p<go

Crites, Eugenius, Lesldeius, Neahdero&>

2. "Uterary Criticism: A Short History" : pp. 183, 184.
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Crites

Crites.

<?>

Eugenius..

8362s,

><2> n*f jA?f

oo-oe5'38ftoa.

^OD&

Eugenius

Eugenius

Eugenius is a new thinker, a scientist
*

If natural causes be more known
now than in the time of Aristotte, .... rt follows that poesy and other arts

may, with the same pains, arrive stiH nearer to perfection.'
- -2>3 : p. 185.

(foot-note no.3).

96



(Suspense)

Lisideius

Crites

p

o

A just and lively image of human nature, representing Hs passions and

humours, and the changes of fortune to which it is subject, for the delight

and instruction of mankind :
- Dryden's "Essay of Dramatic Poesy".
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tfotfo

joS8S>oSoi5tfo

&&&& t*S

Poetics j^ 33 <<),

1709-'84)

tforfo

"&Q&

(Dramatic illusion

Essay 6*

Johnson:

SfiJS
6

*

g.g'

98



^o (under plot) &ro &, io6x>o<2.

. &&5. S6^ Tragj
- comedy

Tragi
- comedy S esodb"!

Lisideius

(Comfc relief)

$Sb"ofi. ^

grave
-

diggers tforto ^<S o^^g^ sdb,
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(Creative imagination).

(bnagination), a^p.cS&a (fancy)

5- Delight b the chief, if not the only, end of poesy; instruction can be admitted
but in the second place, for poesy only instructs as it delights. Dryden.

6. "The Making of Literature" : p 142.
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- secret graces

(wild and lawless) ^tf'o)S8. & &$&,

',

~|>tfS'-o6'

8

7. -ai; p. 144.
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(reason)

(Epic)
*

102



cp

("The effects of tragedy are too violent to be lasting.")

103



93

& S-D

104

<sSefc&o



*$$*

**3 "The Silent Woman"

Si" OTC$N 5P.&5*aS. rib&tfatf SJlisa
-

-ftcXSb' rf
c^ ^o o r> o

105



"The Silent Woman 11

cp

3$ooSo4oa. Morose e^apS sfc Dauphin

Morose.

humour
1

^>o&p&. (Humour <&

; B'S"

106



=P

)

S&

tfo4J&ooa. "Preface to Fables"
*

(Chaucer) &

(Cathohcity)

8p

1700
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11

f">

17, 18

T*O<>.

%

S*" tf (Ronsarxl)

a

. 1585

, 1590

1. J.W.H. Atkins : "English Utervy Crifcism : 17th and 18th Centuries'
p.3 . Also George Saintsbury : -A History of English Criticism" : p 150.
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(Sig-

nificant)

'

(Boileau)

16

'

(MWherbe : 1555 -
1628).

P

s>^ 6"orpo^^ip fi*x56

and order)

^5, ^^sDeSc^ (system

-1635 ** ^agexpg
1

(Richeiieu)

loS^PoSo SCPCP Sliorp ^o<5. 1636

'

XCormite). tfOo
%

a<f
'

(Cid)

gS^ (deoonxn) rtbaoS

1640

2, 3, 4. : 4.W.H. Atkins : pp 4, 5, 6.
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'

(Boileau : 1636 -
1711). 1674

* B^S
x

Art Poetique'

&pa. $5 5*006* *Tp8>c5
'

(Rapin), *e?
-

><&*' (Le

Bassii) o

18 <

5*00

reason

SCP

Patrizzi

Aotoofi.

c^tp^b^ (rationaO

a 9

(Baino)

110
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1

(Castelvetro)

S' C5"orf

iq3[d8ocr>aS

C5b. BP3 iS9o^ J

adi.

(Nature, reason and good sense) ssqr?tfon

o* ^b (kinds) rt>5oS

5.

112



rs <?

(elegy),
%

&3*, ;%

L<5* (ode),
%

<a&inS>' (epigram),

tragi-comedy, pastoral drama <sSo<sS

(feelings).

(intervention) tfroc^e. (&SS divine machinery

(Le Bassu)

(Tasso)

6. A History of English Criticism : pp : 143-149.
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1650-60

&

(Pagan)

(7)

0^5

.
.
$6*^ o^ssp^oi) tffi

S"dbes t

. (In the

agitation of the soul consists the tragic pleasure.)

(balance),

(Comedy S)

(types)

7. J.W.H. Atkins: p. 13.
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o 9

(ecentric)

Sj

(intrigue)

6

-gat P. 14.
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c3(?tfone Scii^S D' Aubignac

Monsier le Prince,

9. "The only way to pfease is by rutes" -
Rapin.

10- Tarn grateful to Mr. D'Aubignac,
11

stated that worthy, "for having followed

so dosely the rules of Aristotie; but 1 cannot forgive the rules of Aristotle

for having made Mr. D1

Aubignac write so poor a tragedy."
- Atkins -

p.23.

116



(probability)

r

(Subject matter &>)

9

(decorum) ^

("On the Subline
M

tf rf (Sublime)

'S-Sprfg^)- So:^ <*fe>

rftfgo

.

Ck>rneille (1606-84), Saint-Evremond (1613-1703)
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(general principles) *3 3j<r>a *c^fl sS,

Comeille
c?

. Saint-Evremond

11. That hra Poetics was
v
a fine work

1

, he readily concedes;
%

but then there

is nothing so perfect
1

, he states, ~as to rute aft ages and nations
1

- Atkins* ; p. 22.

'12. A History of English CrHicisrn : p. 157.
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12

-1-

(poem)

T^T^ ^^s^(SSgS). es><> ^b

>

1. "A HEROIC POEM, truly such, is undoubtedly the greatest work which

the soul of man is capable to perform".
-
Dryden's Dedication of his

translated ^Aeneis*.

2.

11.9



(imitation).

2-

(Comedy S)

The third way is that of imitation, where the translator (If now he has
not kt that name) assumes the Hberty, not only to vary from the words
and sense, but to forsake them both as he sees occasion; and taking

only some general hints from the original, to run division on the groundwork,
as he pleases."

-
Dryden's Preface to Mr'OvHV

120



(ambition)

4. "The passions are the great movers of human actions; but they are mixed

with such impurities, that it is necessary that they should be purged or refined

by means of terror and pity. For instance, ambition is a noble passion;

but by seeing upoh^the stage, that a man who is so excessively ambitious

as to raise himself by injustice, is punished, we are terrified at the fatal

consequences of such a passion. In the same manner a certain degree

of resentment is necessary; but if we see "that a man carries it too far,

we pity the object of it, and are taught to moderate that passion".- Boswelrs

"Life of Johnson" : "&&
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-3-

(Sentimentality).

(poetic justice)

tftf&b ^CPO S^^^ ^6 9g,

&&S

Nahum Tate
"I^Sbcfibtf>

x

King Lear* ccp&sb^s Cordelia

Edgar g
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123

17, 18
'

(Satire)

. Horace,

Persius, Juvenal



^ro<^oo<2>.

cia&iqTOaS
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SSft

-5-

17 ^5 *Er8Do6*c& f 18 <

o o

. 1660

*o3a.

.

. 9

Bishop Thomas Sprat

"Yes, I am proud; I must be proud to see

Men not afraid of God, afraid of me:

Safe from the Bar, the Pulpit, and the Throne,

Yet touched and shamed by Redicule alone.

O sacred weapon! left for Truth's defence,

Sole Dread of Folly, Vice and Insolence!
11

- Alexander Pope, ^Epilogue' to
~

Satires'.
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esu^Sy- sPtolPlStoto Sc&r*. 23$ es6**5*5e>
cp

c e3 ej

tfowdo Slp^ 5$aoa..p8 Q*Sl,7i&

(Sir Thomas Browne jpfccS Urn Burial

Wit-

(Wit)

. Cowley (1618-67)

"humour*.

fiSj*.dorjaSa^ofi.

(blood, phlegm, choler, melancholy) ^aiod feo*humour
1

o

&c3opj^.--eqjtforp S&

. WHHam Congreve (1670-1729)
'
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SJloSo

Falstaff.) [oS^tf

B8caoSboa3

nn
&pcy

(wit) 3

a^S"
J

(1561-1626)

. John Locke (1632-1704)

S

es>o&p<i>.

(wit).

Judgement -

6. ".... a singular manner of doing or saying anything peculiar and natural

to one man only." "English Literary Criticism. : 17th and 18th Centuries"

J.W.H. Atkins. 1954 : p 97.
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Addison (1672-1719)

(58 &o& 62

c f Po^e

3<

6^ 2

(ingenuity)

s6
,

a. "Thus when a Poet tells us, the Bosom of his Mistress

is white as snow, there is no wit in the Comparison; but when

he adds with a Sigh, that it is cold too, it then grows into

Wit/ Q& cpSS) <*>&$$ 'dab(ptfaS AjOia
1

(True wit)

, Anagram

7. literaiy Crittosm : A Short History : pp, 231 - 232.

8. "Critical Approaches to Literature": David Daiches : p. 260.
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(False wit)

5r|' (Mixed wit)

An Essay on Criticism

(judgement)
-

t")

<12)

9. "... that poet had compared ^the cold regard of his mistress's dyes
1

to

that of burning glasses made of k*V - Atkins : p 163.

10. "For wit and judgement often are at strife,

Tho' meant each other's aid, like man and wife".

11. True wit is Nature to advantage dress'd

What oft was thought, but ne'er so well express'd."
12. David Daiches : p 260.
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'

(wit)

oSsf

130



13

-1-

18 on

(1711-76)

>J%Siot^<&. ^dbO^ ^^o (feel-

ing)

1. ^Strong sense, united to delicate feeling, improved by practice, perfected

by comparison and cleared of all prejudice', these quaiitiess alone, he

declares go to form the true critic, and *the verdict of such..... is the true

standard of taste and beauty
1

. "English Literary Criticism: 17th and 18fr

Centuries' : J.W.H. Atkins, p : 328.
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(reason)

(subjective rp)

. &6 s

o

s

pf tSirj (Henry Home, LordKames : 1696-1 782)

Gothic Towers, Ss^tforp *cO^, OPS ^^<5aprfo <S<<5

Q^.ef S*oe

(by-product).

3

132



So,

.

(Edmund Burke : 1729-1797)

(judgement)

S^ d*&tfg5 f

2. -<3i p. 334.

3. "Beauty is, for the greater part, some quality in bodies acting mechanically

upon the human mind by the intervention of the senses". Burke in *A

Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and

Beautiful" (1757) : III, X It.

133



(Sublime)

("Judicious obscurity
11

)

cSS.ii^cS^dfo (P.L ii-616 ft), "5

(P.L i-588 f.f.)

confused, Socpe: (images) S)^d5r>o^. 2S)6rp^ SSiatfo,

4. Atkins: p. 335.
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riam

o n o

ooStf^o (asscxjiation) oSo,

(Lessing)

es>c&S>o5

(Laokoon)

-2-

18

estfrfSdj. S'Sp* )<&C> S

. Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, Decartes, Leibnitz

. 17

.<^. 5

1719-62.
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James Thomas {&>&$ The

Seasons) ,

). ^6 690^06^

G.E. Lessing (1729-81).

. Polygnotus i5

, Dfonysius

Plutarch, "^a^ ieoS' 38^^5 >i&o s^rp,

5. The Making of Literature- : p 176.

6.

136



. Charles Alphonse

Du Fresnoy

Line drawing <s*rf, Sketch

, >3

. "The Fall of Manna in the Desert"

manna & rfoi)So*5S. Israelites <>rpco

7. Uterary Criticism : A Short History : p 265.
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<2stfo.

. 18 a

rfcn^co

rf9tf <

138

1766 *.fia 6^S "aftrofi* Laokoon



Count Caylus

(space)

s^^So

IJPS^ (Poetical picture

tf5*^0.0 .i5tfge

(Achilles)

139



es

*
25

33* -

Sbosocrfx -.

Q SSDoS 3^ ^c - SODC(^ iod. " - es5 : 8-105

140



(climax) &
^5o c^SS ^^^)

(pregnant moment &)

SbftOSPaB, ^^SFP^S (t>'3S>ot3

141



-3-

. 16, 17

(melody)

^60^
17

for St. Cecilia's Day, 1687" <&

QpdSSf" ifPc^s^tf). 88%.^'

1685

UterjBfy Critiasm : A Short History : p 272.

142



(technical)

'

(matter)

>o><

(melody ), ^od^ (mater)

o

^So ^
o

10. ^3 : p 275.

11.
"J^S

: p 274.
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Walter Pater

. 19

cp

s>

12. ^ : pp. 281 - 282.
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14

-1-

s<. 1798 6* Wordsworth, Coleridge &&e "Lyrical

Ballads" ^

(Byron),

17 ^
o

(Ariosto), ^gr6 5

(Tasso) o

A.W. Schlegel 1808

Arthur (X Lovejoy ^apfccS e-^ dPg^So^
6 %

S&po<3l" '

tfc

qi

145



Rene Wellek
c^O .

, 19

-2-

18 iS afepeo** SoSjaS' aSj*Cfrjc

oSo

1. 'Concepts of Critidsm" -Rend Wettdk (1964) p. 128.

2.
"

....imagination for the view of poetry, nature for the view of the world,

and symbol and myth for poetic style".
- J& : p, 161.

146



, 5$j*c&s>a

'

(Rousseau)

3. "Literary Criticism : A Short History-
-

p. 370.

4. "Man was bom free, and everywhere he is in ^chains".
1
- Rousseau.

147



Winckelmann

Kant

(mind)

Frederick Schleget

/ a^j (mind)

(reason

(reason)

1

^
- Frederick Schtegel .

6, Wordsworth *%&*..**&s* ^
Another name lor absolute~power
And dearest insight, amplitude of mind,
And Reason in her most exalted mood". - Prelude. XfV.

148



31"6*^P,

e

("expression of imagination").

(objective).

"^
i

(animistic pantheism &>)

^ (unsophisticated), a

7. "What the imagination seizes as Beauty, must be Truth whether it existed

before or.nof. - Keats' Letter to B. Bailey : Nov. 22, 1817.

8. "Concepts of Criticism" : p. 183.

149



c&orfoS*

Friedrich Schiller

(intellect &p), ^p^Sl (feeling I)

(harmony S) aSSrf3* t

x

S^rf" '

(pagan)

rfofi sSAofl,

>
(energy)

ssa, sij*

aogss^^a (characteristic

(pkSuresque n*

9. -Uteraiy Criticism : A Short History'
-

p, 368.

10. 11. -azs : p. sea.
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Goethe

. Goethe

S^, es

Iphigenia"

Schiller 3e> S<^p2:ocp<&. (12)

Hegel

n

(Spirit)

-
form),

(Spirit) ^^(S) &&rt c,
p^ex> &o6. ^odb6^ S3^ ^ (moral energy)

{13>

Walter Pater Sjo-
%

ff
p
aST>o*i'

J - Vftf '

n

85ft f S8fl Srf rf?)o^^ o.

12. Goethe's greatest works are the subjective lyrics, "Faust", the

very influential "Meister", and of course, "Werther
1

.
- "Concepts of

Criticism
11

: p. 162.

13. Literary Criticism : A Short History : p. 369.
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-rforfSotftfo

"It is the addition of strangeness to beai% ttvat constitutes the romantic
character in art;, and the desire of beauty being a fixed element in every
artistic organization, it is the addition of curiosity to this desire of beauty
that constitutes the romantic temper." - WaRer Pater on "Romanticism".
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15

$p (Poetic diction) & db8o)

S

tfo^tf Thomas Gray (1716-71)

"3o<&

Goldsmith (1730-74).

1.
Spectaor.

No.285.

2. Literary Criticism : A Short History : p. 343.

3."* p. 344
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6 1*
-

; StfS", gr6^

1797 ^ip^Sd^ ^orpo& 6^S "Monthly Magazine" <*

'The gay songsters of the feather'd train"

db^5J 5Stf3oi^ Sgc&oS
6 '

^f^ 1798

"Lyrical Ballads"

"Lyrical Ballads"
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$><SFo5orp,

. ("...a

selection of the real language of men in a state of vivid

sensation".) c5c^c-3cSQ*o$rfo6'
fl Sjo

ooo.

aS*JcS?PoS ^^ fio^arfd^^Oa. a)

Personification

4. -23^ p. 347

5. -a .
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. Westmoreland, Cumberland o

("a certain loftiness and excellence of language".)

6. -aa p. 348-349.
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&PGP ss>ad<&fc5ga*&atfo ("humble and rustie life")

(feeling)

(8)

-2-

(Imaginatbn), acp^^o (Fancy) S9^<s5cpeo 17 <5S

Hobbes

7. In his own poems "the feeling therein developed gives importance to the

action and situation, and not the action and situation to the feeling." "The

Making of Literature". -
p. 205.

8. "Al-good poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings".

9. "The Making of Uteraturo" -
p. 207.
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(image)

(imagination: image

Hobbes ^p^^e^o e^ip Locke

(Pleasures of Imagination)

ry)^^
(Secondary)

5feo&-ofiSodjel>.
o

.

(refined) rr T^OP^, ^flJoSo 5^

(understanding)

10. -^ : p. 151.

11. "The Pleasures of the Imagination, taken In the full Extent,
11

explains

Addision," are not so gross as those of Sense, nor so refined as those

of Understanding."
- "

Literary Criticism : A Short History." p. 257.
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O (poetic principle)rp rf>8ospdb.

(feeling), rpdSbtf ss^xfo^cxip dctfon S)l

5^i

fijf

Imaginagion).

(Perception) o5

12. ^ : p. 387 jSocS 4 J5
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'

(Secondary Imagination)

(perception) S'oo'SS S^i^S OJ3<3, es

(perception) So

Sooo (frnage) S
6
,^,

o<3.

(Fancy)

o&.

"The dews of the evening most carefully shun,

They are the tears of the sky for the toss of the sun

160



metaphysicat poets

Wimsatt, Brooks

-3-

(poem -
poetry)

14. "Our faulty elder poets sacrificed the passion and passionate flow of poetry,
to the subtleties of intellect. - '

Biographia Uteraria* - Chapter I.

15.
'

Literary Criticism: A Short History", p. 401.
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Thirty days hath September,

April, June, and November...

16. 'Biographia' 14th Chapter.
17. "A Poem is that Species of Composition, which is opposed to works of

science, by proposing for its Immediate
1

object pleasure, not truth; and
from all other species (having this

1

object in common with it) it is

^criminated by proposing to itself such deUght from the "whole' as is

compatible with a distinct gratifcation from each component 'partV
-

"Btographia*
- Chapter XiV.
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(a

legitimate poem) 6"* .<

(Poem), S3Sl (Poetry)

"So^SS

(Bishop Taylor) e>

o^cCP, &efc^ (l

Isaiah

18. In short whatever
'

specific' import we attach to the word, poetry, there

will be .found involved in it as a necessary consequence, that a poem
of any length neither can -be, or ought to be, all poetry,

"

~j3.
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EAPoe

5>iSjSo3 Lyric poetry

(feeling)

(20>

19.
'
The Poetic Principle

1' - E A.Poe.

20. 'Literary Criticism: A Short History*
-

p. 434.
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*<s5g[oSS (poetic genius) & oStfo5noScS 8tfof

(22)

*

Cp

Sr6

I" (Thomas Love Peacock) 19 <s$

S rf^So^ tfr5o^^. es^<l> "Four Ages of

Poetry" c^

21. GOOD SENSE is the BODY of poetic genius, FANCY its DRAPERY,
MOTION its LIFE, and IMAGINATION its SOUL that is everywhere, and

in each; and forms all into one graceful and intelligent whole
-
'Biographia'.

22.
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"Defence of

<24)

(facts) S
6

23. "Oerafy Criticism: A Short History'.
- p 417.

24. "A poem is the very image of life expressed in its eternal truth" - "Defence
of Poetry".
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^ Si^otfrfe^o.

(25)

25. "The great instrument of moral good is imagination; and poetry administers

to the effect by action upon the cause. Poetry enlarges the circumference

of the imagination by replenishing it with thoughts of ever new delight.....

Poetry strengthens the faculty which is the organ of the moral nature of

man, in the same manner as exercise strengthens a limb". - "Defence

of Poetry".
*"

26. There is no appeal to any other authority. The limits of the power come
not from outside it but from within. - "

Literary Criticism: A Short History'.
-

p.423.
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Ixl).

t$jo<3*>. isoij ^a alert

27. "The Making of Literature'. -
p. 211.
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V^ 9 5

^5^>sl)cS
^^,cii> tf^S^4J io$p*oSo Charles Augustine

Sainte - Beuve (1804
-
69)

.

SS ^S^>^ (hypothesis)

1. "The MaMng'of Literature", p. 249.
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>. Sainte-Beuve

-rfo 2^ cJd^
(2> ^

psycho-graphers

(psychological biographers)

o. ^S-

2. "Sainte-Beuve's criticism thus becomes largely a kind of biography centered

in psychologic portraiture/
- William Frederic Giese: Quoted in 'Literary

Criticism, Pope to Croce". Edited by Gay Wilson Allen and Harry Hayden
Clark : p. 469.
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"&^ (Taine) a.s^^s'S6^
ci^A 83$$ jao

|oSe (talent)

(Hippolyte Adolphe Taine : 1828-93)

. Sainte-Beuve

(I)

(race) (ii) &&oa$ ^gtftf^o (milieu) (III) geao (moment)

b
(impulse).

"SpjaAff- (Hebrides)

3. "Forty yojumes,
more than suffice to know a man ..... . his talent is in his

works vrane. -A History of Modern CritJcisrn: Vol IV" - RenevS ek p 474. He ,s known as the founder of a sociological science of literature': S
p.27. -p.27.
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'genius'

SJ#on Sbec^oa. oSd^g
cjfixjrpo^ 'knight

1

, 'monk'

sr^, tfo^

(courtier), aSs*, es>oeS5S
*

milieu.

), sai^i^sS (moral

temperature) BSc&SS^d&S,
(6)

-2-

1830 i3*ocptf c&jtf^6*^^^

4ftpEJoe*c$

5. "SsS : p. 29.

6. "Sa : p. 32.
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(realism and naturalism)

(realism),

Stiff*

(naturalism)

(Emite Zola: 1840-1902)

&>#> seicp^>o^& (return to nature).

.Darwin, 'Laptaoe, Dr. Prosper Lucas (

"Treatise on Natural Heredity" 3 tfSoiip^ )

*?> Scientific
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determinism $j>d)oa. ss><>nbo<3* lofesa SS^oite Sr6^ ><>

838"t> .d&qp63bc5 iSc52j^& ^S^S^rfaSe) (naturalistic

novel) <s>opdb S^a. (8)

fc

SS,

(Social realism)

pjSoJtfrf (psychological realism) Sipa 19

7. Literary Criticism: Pope to Croce : p.586.
8. "It is undeniable that the naturalistic novel, such as we understand it today,

is a real experiment that a novelist makes on man by the help of

observation". - "The Experimental Novel". - Emife Zola.

9. -&Z

175 i



. William Faulkner, D.H.

Lawrence

S (Stream of consciousness) rfoS^cCP-S^^^^pcb
(Social realist) e-S'

1-9
o

(allegorical)

$

10. -Concepts of Criticism' : Rene Weltek . p. 240.
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c&Sxp5Pe (social types)

xj'c^Po^

. George

P^S^

o
o

^aSB
'

<Sb (Socialist realism)

'

(New Journalism)
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. Joan Didion

c& ss^tforp

"Some Dreamers of the Golden Dream",

aSofiTJa^tfa ^b'go^S) Vissarion Belinsky (1811-48)

, &&&<&*

^spiS

178



o

tfro&x>o<>. ^s o55i^Sb
*-

Nikolay Dobrolyubov (1836-61)

CbS) iSopfe..-S

1

(Social types)

^0.

.rftfe

11. 'On the General Signification of the Term Literature. - BeOnskt

"Uterary Criticism: Pope to Croce" - &*
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(Social types) i2pS^6<>
-view oi

D (Count

Leo Tolstoy: 1828-1910)3 Srf^Sotf
3i. S

12.
* A History of Modem Criticism : Vd (V. p. 249-250".

13. "They conceived it (work of art) more and more as an expression relentlessly

forced up out of the national consciousness under pressure exerted by the

stream of history'- 'Uterary Criticism : A Short History' : p. 461.
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18986"
6 "What is Art?

11

(feelings)

(transmit)

14. "Hundreds of thousands of people devote their lives from childhood to

learning to twirl their legs rapidty (dancers), or to touch keys and strings

very rapidly (musicians), or sketch with paint and represent what they see

(painters), or to turn every sentence inside out and find a rhyme to every
word". - What is Art? -

Tolstoy.
15. To invoke in oneself a feeling one has once experienced and having

evoked it in oneself then by means of movements, lines, colours, sounds,
or forms expressed in words, so to transmit the feelings that others

experience the same feeling
- this is the activity of art" - What is Art?

-
Tolstoy.
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(feelings)

182

( &> -
religious)



,

16. "But obviously Tolstoy objects to the whole method of suggestion, the

whole device of indirection, insisting always.on literal interpretation, on blunt

direct information about intent and meaning.^
* A History of Modern Criticism:

Vol IV "-
p. 284.
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-MGd sees the Truth, but Waits", "A Prisoner of. the

Caucasus"'-

rf^S (Goethe)

"Tale of Two Cities", "Uncle Tom's Cabin",

17. 'The task of art to is to make that feeling of brotherhood and love of one's

neighbour, now attained only by tie best members of society, the customary

feeling and the instinct of ail men." - What is Art? -
Tolstoy.
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(feelings)

185



.1.

19 soo6*S lil) 5fr$o2 esxj'^ (Mathew Arnold)
' *' ^*

ag^6^^b (Puritans)

' A poetry of revolt against moral ideas is a poetry of revolt against life;

a poetry of indtrference towards moral ideas is a poetry of indifference

towards We'. - Preface to Wordsworth.
'
More and more mankind will discover that we have to turn to poetry

to interpret life for us, to console us, to sustain us. Without poetry, bur
science will appear incomplete, and most of what now passes with us for

religion and philosophy will be replaced by poetry"
- "The Study of Poetry'.
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"

(17&0)

g^^Oo^rf (aesthetic contemplation) Otf&gS5 (disinter-

ested)

Edgar Allan Poe (1809-49)
H
The Poetic Principle

11

(1848)

("elevating the soul").

. (Long

Poerri)

-i
>-. iprf^a ^

# (intellect) , dbO (taste) , sag' <^^ (moral

sense) .

3. "I hold that a long poem does not exjst I maintain that the phrase, "a

Jong poem*, is simply a flat contradiction in terms". - " The Poetic Principle'.
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sense df the beautiful") ^cS^aS*
6
S9srcp<&tforp

- tfSDsScaj*cy>*rf ( sublime)

6fl6Ct,

'

mean
-

188



po<tfcpgi (supernal beauty g )

-2-

Charles Baudelaire (1821-67)
%

r
f

s^S -"Philosophy of Composition

"Poetic Principle
11

7. 'A History of Modern Criticism: Vol IV. Rene Wellek p. 435.

8. the "more art frees itself from the didactic the more it soars towards pure
and disinterested beauty". ^3 : p. 435.
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/fiSr?^^. (analogy and

metaphor)

9. Baudelaire's (doctrine is, in part, an aesthetic of the ugly, a belief in the

arfisfs power of overcoming any and all obstacles, of eliciting "flowers'

from evil. ~s& p.. 437.

10. 'Morality simply penetrates and blends itself with art as completely as
with life itself. The poet k a moralist in spite of himself, simply through
the^overflowing abundance of his na^re" -

'Literary Criticism : A Shott

History'.
-

p. 481.
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D*sa acopfi.

18

sin ^ -rf^o- ^^roooo<>.

tf

191



(Aesthetic movement)

e Gabriel Rossetti, Pre-RaphaeBtes

1

6&ooi3 ^tf -^tf
^

& Algernon Swinburne (1 837-

1909).

'

(William Blake) &** [&&$ &$off* tftf tftf

11. "We hate poetry that has a palpabte design upon us", - John Keats
1

LsNers
1
,

^

12. "A History of Modern Criticism : Vol IV .- p 371.
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. 1862

"Reurs du Mai" <

1872

(oSSaaoa<3b.

spod^o SOS,

Walter Pater, Whistler, Oscar

Wilde.
.

Q__ Q_ ^^J

353

Whistler 'tftf

13. "Art for arts sake first of all, and afterwards we may suppose all the rest

shall be added to her (or if not she need hardly be over-much concerned);
but from the man who falls to artistic work with a moral purpose, shall

be taken even that which he has." "Scp^6* t*cpS*6o w&oa. p. 371.
14. "SxSrp; 372.

15. -: p. 372-373.

16. "there is no such thing as a moral or an immoral book. Books are well

written, or badly written. That is all, ... All art is* quite usless! - Preface
to "The Picture of Dorian Gray."
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n <& )

Ruskin

ji-. Walter Pater (1839-94) "lioo

"Studies in the History of

Renaissance"

. Heraclttus

(hard)

Botfrfa ^ <s>ep

(wisdom)

17. 'All that is actual is a single moment gone while we try to apprehend
it*.

- Quoted in *% His|pry <rf

Modej^^||Bcism
: Vbl IV.' : p. 389.

t8. -wS' : p; 389.

19, 20. Conclusion to "Studies in the History of the Renaissance?. -
,
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es&fc Lyrical poetry

c^'psS^ es<6o>c5 ^db -

^apgor^ Yellow Book sex>

21. The picture which has the nobler and more numerous ideas, however

awkwardly expressed, is a greater and a better picture than that which

has the less noble and less numerous ideas, however beautifully

expressed".
- "

Uterary Criticism : A Short History ".pp. 486-487.

22. "The only beautiful things .... are the things that do not concern us. As

long as a thing is useful or necessary to us, or affects us in any way,

either for pain or for pleasure ..... it is outside the proper sphere of art

To arts subject-matter we should be more or less indifferent" - "The Decay
f Lying" in "Intentions" - Oscar Wilde.
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I 56 1*
-

District

af

(Impressionistic)

<23>

Lake

"Martha Ray", "Peter Bell"

3^ "LacxJJamia"

<24)

es>ocpe>

(fogs)

23. "Art never expresses anything but itself." "The Decay of Lying".

24. "The Decay of Lying".
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(25)

(form). sg^86^S oScoS^ ^Sbd *ofi>,

^6^

?crjo

element) ><$)^>oa.
<27)

(spiritual

ctib<So

). *>

S (autonomy) S tfO

W.B.

Yeats, I.E. Hulme, T.S. Eliot

25. "There may have been fogs for centuries in London. -I dare say there

were. But no one saw them, and so we do not know anything about

them. They did not exist till Art had invented them." -"The Decay of Lying".

26. "Form is everything. It is the secret of life". - "The Critic as Artist". - Oscar

W/lde.

27. "Rhyme ... in +he hands of the real artist becomes not merely a material

element of metrical beauty, but a spiritual element of thought and passion

also". - Oscar WHde.
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(relative)

198



Decadents

>or

Decadent

s6

199



18

-1-

S
ioS 5^^ (Symbolism) SP

Sdo.
9 63

1. As commonly used in discussing literature, symbol is applied only to a
word or set of words that signifies an object or event which itself signifies

something else; that is the words refer to something which suggests a
range of reference beyond itself. - "A Glossary of Literary Terms' - M.H.
Abrams.
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(Conventional) n

(allegory)

q^S riisS ^|. sS William Blake ^Sdo The Sick

Rose" 6

2. "The Sick Rose' :

O Rose, thou art sick, / The invisible worm / That flies in the night / In

the howling storm:

.Has found out thy bed / Of crimson Joy : And his dark secret love / Does

thy life destroy. *A Glossary of Literary Terms'.
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^Sotfes

*

9tfi3
i^cSfi& ^^Ss^^Sb^o^.

WJB Yeats

The white moon is setting behind the white wave,

And Time is setting with me, O!,

Robert Burns

, "SoS
6

So

Blake (1 757-1 827), Robert Burns

1-
>

67) Stephen Mallarme (1842-
I

98),

Paul Verlaine, Paul Valery, Rimbaud o>

; r

'

So ''"^as 33^-'^^^ Skrfo, -Scrjo.

3. 'The Symbolism of Poetry'
- W.B. Yeats.
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ipa

38

(Lyric intensity) <as>S
%

&* '

a

^& 9^S'^lPd&a 90V)i&'SD

4. 'Literary Criticism: A Short History".
-

p. 589.
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Marginalia
1

*gf
'

BSrycS flSDff^8 SCP.CSQO& ("multiform combinations
11

)

$j*o*J3>cSpo ^6^5 "Correspondences
11

s>^ Sonnet <5

1

fforest of symbols') 6*

(spiritual realrty)

(Correspondences)

(planes) 6*

5. -aS : p. 589.

6.
Tj>a

: p. 590.

7. ^ : p. 591.
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(images)

, tfof&eo,

(equivalence)

fresh

^od-cp^o5 Synesthesia

oei>siaS,

Synesthesia

^JoSoS
6 g^

>, tfof&Sb

. Keats "Ode to a Nightingale" 6*

"Tasting of Flora and the country green,

Dance, and Provencal song, and sunburnt mirth,"

3: p. 591.
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Rimbaud

<3p<>o3*<. A, E, I, O, U (Vowels) So

36" ;

90*5*

9. In 'A Season in Hell' Rimbaud expounds his "alchemy of the word".

'I invented the color of vowels.,.. A black, E white, I red, O
blue, U green ... I defined the form and movement of every

consonant and, with instinctive rhythms, I prided myself of

investing a poetic language which would be some day, accesibte

to all senses*.

A History of Modern Criticism, Vol IV" : p 446.

10. -y& p 445.

11. "Youth concludes that it need not submit to any exercise. It does not

know that a man of genui$....mu$t, like an apprenticed acrobat, risk his

bones a thousand times in private before he walks the rope in public;

that inspiration, in short, is only the reward of daily exercise". Baudelaire

laughs at "those theories which promote lazines and allow the poet to

consider himself a talkative, light, irresponsible, uncatchabte bird'. -'A

History of Modem Criticism, Vol IV" : p. 436.
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-3-

Stephen Mallarme

1891

loSSs^^o^ ^SdSS, (Soa^FPSh rtbdo^ 2o56o^ e> Q <x

Parnassian

(mystery S)

handle

12. "Uterary Criticism : A Short History". : p. 592.
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Paul Vatery (1871-1945)

88ft

d $*d^ (irnpressbnistic)

13. -%a : p. soa

t4. As Mlchaud puts ft, in Verlaine's poetry" the language is vaporized and
is reabsorbed into the melody'.

- "L* : p. 593.
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'

(Rimbaud) <S

(irrational),

(seer)

. doff
6 &

(Systematic rp) r'ocT'^ (exptoit

Decadence

Decadent

15. -gd.
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1885 SF<S

' c

Arthur Symons, W.B. Yeats, T.S. Eliot,
''-...' '

Ezra Pound, Dylan Thomas, E.E. Cummings

"Byzantium" ^a^or-, Q>C& "Waste

Land"

.5o6,

anthropological ^>?i35^o 5ao ^Qeidb. (16)

16. ^ : p. 596-597.
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(Expressionism)

4.

, Benedetto Croce (1866-1952)

?><sSs^ SPC^S^ (Expressionism) |8a*ao

.- Expressionistic art.

(Aesthetics)
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5 a ^aSS", Whistler,

(reality)

^ (knowledge)

(intuitive) , ^o^aS^ spd^.^ ao5(S (logical).

Docpo (images)

(concepts)

(sensations)

(impressions)

GX q

aniSrf>onfi.

t.
.

212



(concepts)

^^sdb3

(perfect expression >) e

2. T>3-: p. 322.

3.
B<i

fhe artistic intuition differs from the ordinary not in intensity. The difference is

not intensive but extensive' - Croce's
%

Aesthetic
1

.

213



(intuitional form) S><

4. 'Uterary Criticism: A Short History": p. 506.
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. &>&

eccentric

<3

a,

^S 4

5. "The Making of literature*.: p. 325.
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estf&

-2-

9

&$)e.

216



(model (&)) <

(Sentimental n

s>?^i (expression) >#)&& ofi.

6 "Language is a perpetual creation. ... Trie ever-new impressions give rise to

continuous changes ofsoundand meaning, that
I?,

toever - new expressions.

Toseekthemodel language, then, Is to seekthe immobility ofmottan". Grace's

Aesthetic: Ch. XVIII.
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$FO$DJ* (feeling) s^<&, SoeDai^ (image)

^ ao^^5 a'cS8ot5tfo ("Conterofdatidtt rf

feeling
11

), ^> *5PoSAcp*gS3DcS epfeo'iacsS^ (lyrical intuitk);

oaf -

218



tffitfep.

7. "Literary Criticism: A Short History" :p 51 7.

219



-3-

*

(Expressionistic art)

Strindberg (1849-1912)

. 1915-'25 ^gfi

?isS SDO^ ess^cfib^S6 SeS ^4)&odo^^, 'The Renaissance
1

(self-expression)

8. 'Llteraiy Critlcjlsm : A Short History" : p 517.
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s^Sboc^,

(abnormal)

5*08, -sbo ^oS effects &, MM S5r5 tfortfSc^Sh (revolvingon 9 ^

Stage)

Bertott Brecht

5S&06. 'Theater of the Absurd"

,
absurdists

221



(image) es>o"f:

.'-*

(dry and hard rp)

"<>

(syllables) &5 ^o"& <&S AoOfi. "In a Station of the Metro"

^drfb
e

>. Wallace

Stevens "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird"

(automatic

writing),

222



5

-1-

ai<.

20

Theobald

223



of Grass"

"Dunclad"

Frye

1. A. Richards

T^o<joo6. Walt Whitman tfiScS "Leaves

6^c5oa)0(). ^>o^S Pope's

(Versions).

$ <

>. 1957 6^ Northrop

"Anatomy of Criticism"

1. Theory of Uerature" - Rene Weltek and Austin Warren. : p. 61.
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-6-o6x>o>.

Gudicia!) 2<&tfj
^S" ^* s>?)dba (impressionistic)
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Lamb, Coleridge S>3si^fi.

cfi .

^^&&& SsbfyS* ^5'^ a^prfo es^dbO (impression-

istic)

'

.

gusto eo.^<& oJi" &.

^ ^Qusto' - That amorous quest of literary beauty and rapturous enjoyment
of it*.- A History of English Criticism

11 -
.: p. 367. -

,

3. "Literary Criticism : A Short History :

*
p. 494.
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c

c

s'otfdcfitfaD

Sainte-Beuve

a

4. Sainte - Beuve would say that for him criticism was only a way of "exhaling

a hidden poetry in an indirect way"!
-

"Literary Criticism: A Short History"-

p. 494.
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Whistler.

C.S. Lewis

Lewis.

iSSrp tfroS

5. "To be frank, the drtlc ought to say; Gentlemen, I am going to speak
about myself aprops of Shakespeare, apropos of Racine" - Anatoie France.

6. What is important ..... is not that the critic should possess a correct

abstract definition of beauty for the intellect, but a certain kind of

temperament, the power of being deeply moved by the presence of

beautiful objects . Waiter Pater : "Literary Criticism : A Short History* :

p. 494.

7. *>* : p. 495.
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a, regimentation

6 ^
apaje.-dreacfi.- ^<So5^ ^>)&> e5b<$5e>,

o

"Critia'sm itself, at bottom, is no more than prejudice made plausible.
18

Mencken's "A Soul's Adventures" - Quoted in "A History of Modem
Criticism : Vol. VI

"-
P- 4.

229



-2-

H.W. Longfellow ^o& Henry Van Dyke

(Genteel Tradition) o&os^fib. ^s "Isdb^ >tfiSa George

Santayana ^e

(forces of materialism)

, &*'fc

oSn5JcSf

230



Piccdella Mirandola (1463-1493)

l^|ejj g^ieoij &PCJ

>^o&c5o dS.db. Marcutoni Facinp (1433-1499)

..estf.db

9. 'An Age of Criticism 1900-1950" : William Van O' Connor (1952)
-
Chapter

on "The Genteel Tradition."

231



(unique)

ootfa^

Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536)

^^iS^ds"

oo - *#o5e<&

"Sbd ^^iS^d&o T$-ocia

cr> c*1 n

<sSe), ^etffi cSo^<i ?^o6^ Sco^&>5 Greek Testament

Martin Luther
X

Erasmus

|3)3 (Pious Chnstl^ns)
'

(Pagan)

232



18

Sfib

)

1

(Christian humanists)

^cp

Irving Babbitt

(1865-1933), Paul Elmer More (1864-1937). & loSoSOo-Dtf
%

9fic5oS iip^^e^
' ^pdo (New Humanism)
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(reason)
-

<sfo,

^So,

s>' (inner check)

(order), rfod6&^o (restraint), ^S^ss) (discipline)

S& i^^^^ ^Q^ (Naturalism ^CP ),

(Ftomanfcisni ^ )

More -
Emerson i$S?p3o..Aoa.

Babbitt



<2>n*<55*c5 <sSo -Ss^a Austin Warren
*

n 9

1930

eSj* ^
o

Sc
n

-3-

235

rfo

(secularism),

.S. Eliot.



Giambattista Vico (1668-1744) "^S^ S^^5 ^ tt

S 1725

J.G. Herder (1744-1803) Scptf

, rfo

"

Taine

11. 'Uterary Criticism : A Short History*
-

p. 366.

12. IbS -
p. 365.
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(react

5*>orp

237



Engels.

o5o

Balzac

heroes of the Ctoftre - Saint -
Merri)

(republican

Balzac,

Engels.

Engefe.

13, "yandsm and Literature" ; Edmond Wilson.

14.

^themom
thd novelist allows his political ideas

"
to remain hidden,

the better it is for the work of art" . Edmond Wilson.
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1934

^OGP>.

15. "Uteraturo must become a component part of the organized, planned,

unified Socialist party work*.- "Literary Criticism: A Short History : p. 469.
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CS&OIPO S'dijoS6 a.g' cp^ 5*^ &>

. 69^56

240



830

241



a3&<*> g^ofi

242



21

-1-

esorf
o pi

S&cfj&otf* T.S. Eliot (1888-

1965), I.A. Richards (1893-1979)

st)c&T.E. Hulme (1883-1917), Ezra Pound (1885-1972)

Sbo

1. "Romanticism and Classicism' : I.E. Hulme.
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&^cS
v

Original Sin'

, Arnold

oSSob&OcSb

g&

Babbitt

, 69^0^0

tfo'sj*ee&

(simple

tPo<f.
1

(impersonal rp)

'
"

(ideographic rp)

2. *He will get the exact curve ofwhat he seeswhether it be an object or an idea

in the mind." -&A
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(subtlety)

(material images rfb)

Q0csi> Tradition and Individual Talent" (1919)

>, S^oJ" oSb

sdb.

3. "(the ideographic) process is metaphor, the*use of materialimages to suggest

immaterial relations." -
"Literary Criticism : A Short History" : p. 664.
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'' -
impersonal

- n

Intentional Fallacy a

his Problems' (1919) es>^ ^
^p^^^^^^oSg^ aao.rfSo*5c3pSS

tive

*. ^Hamlet and

|o6^ e-^S^

objective correla-

cp o

J

(Lady Macbeth) (sleep walking)

Rene Wellek So

4.
Theonlyw^ofexpi^s&ingftn^tioninthefo^
correlative

11

; in otherwords, asetofobjects, a situation, achain ofevents which
shall be the formula for the particular emotion V.. - "Hamlet and his Problems"
T.S.EBot (QtyKfavsmtotoB
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a. a.

"Metaphysical Poets" <& rta6oO-(p&c$ <

"Dissociation of Sensibility" (ss><&j*S 33f <&<3o
)

SoS^Sto. s^S Donne

S'SS

.
(6> 17 5S--8fisp3o 6^a Metaphysical

es

(18

5. "Literary Criterion"- 1992 -Vd land II -p. 16.

6. "A thought to Donne was an experience; it modified his sensibility"
- The

Metaphysical Poets' - T.S. Eliot
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7. In an age like our own ... it is the more necessary toscrutinize works of

imagination, with explicit eithcal and theological standards. The greatness' of
Btefature cannot be determined solely by literary standards; though we must
rernernberthat whtfhorftbltmimornotcw
standards" -

'Essays Ancient and Modern^ -
(1936) p. 93 - T.S. Eliot

8. "The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism' - T.S. Eliot p. 30.
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"Tradition and the Individual Talent"

. ^6

9. 'On Poetry and Poets" - T.S. Eliot .p.30.
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Principles of Literary Criticism 6* IA Richards

69Q55
&>.8p.ig Scx^S, S'tp^g (oSStfi (Value

Communication)

10, !.Mndpte.of.Ubmy Criiiclam- -
1A Rk*artid: Chapter IV.

11.
-
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SeoS^S6
oicSo iSpoti rfe^aiD, .)

(appetencies) rpcip. -

:

->oaa3pc (aversions)

(aversions)

12. >A '

'

,

'

''

'.'.' .',-. ':.?

'

;v '.'

'

'""
\ :'.

'

.

"

.

13. t......ahything is valuable which satisfies an appetency or seeking after*.

"Principles" -p. 47.
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9

So

3ap .--d^otooa. ^tffi^a [ti^esiea (impulses)

attitudes

14. 'Anything is valuable which will safety an appetency without involving the
frustration of some equal or mom important appetency

-
"Principles"

-
p. 46.

15. 'Thrresporise required mm
only be obtained in an incipient or tmagina! stage"

-
"Principles"

-
p. 1 1 1.

16. "......at is in terms of attitudes, the resolution, inter-inanimation, and balancing
of impulses - Aristotle's definition of Tragedy Is an instance - that all the most
valuable effects of poetry must be described". -^ : p. n a.
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Coenaesthesia.

George Santayana "The Sense of BesoSy" (1896)

(SdentTic idea)

(feelin

e (animistic and mythological habits of

thought)

'

(statement) '^i5so' (reference

(attitudes

17. ' Short
objectification

of our own .motion* - 'Literary

History" -p. 613.
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<18)
(refer-

ences)

(competent)

"pseudo - statements" ^5^o<>. "pseudo
-

statement"

O.K. Ogden, James Wcxxl S8
.tfOfti 6^5"^ d^o^rf The

Foundations of Aesthetics" (1921) 6* gr>otftf ^>dS

3fc f ^ynaesthesis*

Synaesthesis

18. "A statementmay be used for tie sake of the reference, true or false,which it

causes. "This is tie scfenfific use of language. But it may also be ysdd for the

effects inemotion and attitude produced b\#te reference it occasions. This is

the emotive use of language/"-'

"Principles
11 -

p. 267.

19. Theetementconstantto ai experience that have the character^
cohdudes ffichards, b synaesthesis - a harmony and equibiium of our

impulses. -
"Uterafy-Qrittcism: A Short History" -p. 61 5.
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Synaesthesis

(exclusion),

(attitudes),

> fbtfeae- ^

(interests)

). Synaesthesis

(impersonality S

(inclusion).

(t)3b f oSoifl

moods,

o'BPeiBa:3 :

i (confBct

20. l>a -
p. 616 ^* 'Foundations"

21. ... the sense of disinterest in the aesthetic experience means, paradoxically,
that the maximum number of interests is actually involved, and that the feeling

of "impersonality
11

that synaesthesis induces means that the "whole of the

personality' has been brought into play. -|>3
: p. 616.
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between feelings)

Ibcpa^
'Coronach'

b< eSsb&oG>. v&
a

Aylmer
1

,

"Ode to Nightingale"

Irony

Cleanth Brooks

Wheeler

CD <p O

{22)

Irony .

(communication

(communicate)

The Pool
11

H ?O.

22.
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H.D.

Wilcox

K

'

(internal necessity
"

s^^Sgo

tfrolbS

ioa. Xing Lear*

Nahum Tate.

23. "Principles" : p. 202.

24. "Lil$rafy Criticism : A Short History" : p. 624: also "A History of Modem
Criticism -VolV": Rene Wellek. p. 228.
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stability S

1936 6^ 5^^ ^Philosophy of Rhetpn^

^i^,"J^^i^-rijKSFP<^t gpS^s?*^ ovi (refer-

ential, emotional aspects of language)

(semantics) o5> (42Sc& ^Spo^db. %o&ff* fis^pSl,

'tfoao^jpS^ (Context theory of meaning) tf^of^^;.

^
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-^S6 --

"Practical Criticism
11

(sentimentality);

ctf8S>tfa s^SSp

(inhibitions^; &tf, fP^

6^ ^

Sfif cJS. (26>

3^^80006.
%

Practical Criticism
1

25. William Empson : "The Seven Types of Ambiguity".

26. "A History of Modem Criticism - Vol. V" : pp. 234 - 235.
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cp

tfeptfo (Sense);

(feeling); .&jrf5Sa Tone -

260

(attitude);



22

-1-

1920

(historical antiquarianism)

(fact&), .

?paSOo^ (Aestheticisrn).

tf

'
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(graphs)

Sl (Naturalism

cS
r

1883 &* Wilhelm Dilthey ^s^ft. Wo,

safi safi ^-I&P^<O 3*3

i(P^i 3c6.ffa-^crfi^o a.S da. A.D.

Xenopd ^^s ^^o
%

^)toaSj<&GS) ^o^peSb 1

(facts of

repetition &) i^^o^gS^,
o^oSb (facts of succession

Benedetto Croce

i. -Concepts of Criticism- ? Rene Weltek (1964) . pp. 258-258.
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(concepts

-2-

1920-
f30

J.C. Ransom (1888-1974) Criticism inc. (1937)

aoSSos

. Babbitt

o .38?

. es>ox)3 Se

2.
"Jj^

: The Revolt Against Positivism i?gcfco.
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Soefc&o&ooa.

8o

.
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(objective)

).'W.K. Wimsatt, Monroe C.

Beardsley" The Intentional Fallacy" c^

6iD
CO

-
fallacy)

, relativism

drp a>8ro^.8o5tfo e

c^''tfjo^db.
s>a Affective Fallacy.

3. The poem belongs to the public. It is embodied in language, the peculiar

possession of the public, and it is about the human being, the object of

public knowledge - "The Intentional Fallacy".
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Cleanth Brooks

(language of paradox)

(impression-

ism) S
6

SS3irfacS-sSs^ Q 2)

(close reading). fiSaSe rfotsJcpcdbofp &) S^Sp^ eS6(rf, S'S
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In doubt his Mind or Bddy to prefer;

Born but to die, and reasoning but to err;

Alike in ignorance, his Reason such,-

Whether he -thinks too. little, or too much.......

Created half to rise, and hatf.to fall;
<

Great Lord of all things, yet a Prey to aH;

Sole Judge of Truth, in endless Error hurl'd;

The Glory, Jest, and Riddle of the World!

Essay on Man1

Metaphysical poets &o'eipn

>. lyrical Ballads
1

, Wordsworth

Brooks,,

. (Wordsworth's Sonnet "Composed upon
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Westminster's Bridge"
*

Paradoxical situation

(paradox)

(denotative rp)

(connotative) rp

/ OQ^O&> (combinations

o&d S'^es* SofiS' es
o

Donne ^S^"The Canonization'

. Canonization

(saint) r
'

Donne

Donne.

4. *.... paradoxes spring from the very nature of the poefs language : It is

a language in which connotations play as great a part as the denotations".

.- "The Language of Paradox" - Brooks.

5. The tendency of science is necessarily to stabilize terms, to freeze them
into strict denotations; the poefs tendency is by contrast disruptive.

- The
Language of Paradox" - Brooks.
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Donne

, cpSS apg^pgSospii). Donne

(t>Sb&ex>, ea&^tfp estf^

O

Irony

. Irony es>cf&

Irony .

5n t

.

o S*^5rp S

Irony *S

(statement)

Irony
q>

6. Donne's imagination seems obsessed with the problem of unify; the sense

in which the lovers become one - the sense in which the soul is united

with god.
- '"Wl

7. .....the obvious warping of a statement by the context we characterize as

"ironical'. - "

Irony as a Principle of Structure". - Cteanth Brooks.

, 269



Principles of Literary Criticism

(impulses ^i), orftfofl

(balance <&)

(stability)

*JT l^S^i^ (Thrust, Counter-thrust)

Irony S

Allen Tate

(tension)

Intension, Extension

in - ex-

I3o<

^Tension' &
intensfon

. Tate

8. The stability is like that of the arch; the very forces which are calculated

to drag the stones to the ground actually provide the principle of support
- a principle tn which thrust and counter-thrust becomes the means of

afaibHy.
1

- '

Irony as a Principle of Structure". - Cteanth Brooks.
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(Tension) So e*<s3

Tate o&S

extension So

intension &>

Tate.

33^8). Donne

srr,.9iSorf

(tension

, Metaphysical (rationalist)

9. Our two soules therefore, which are one,

Though I must goe, endure not yet
A breach, but an expansion,

Uke gold to aiery thinnesse beats.
* A Valediction : Forbidding Mourning,
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Tata (10)

8>aa (equilibrium

o <%c&o Lo5SsSSS ^S

S- ^sS

explication Ss: close reading

. Brooks, Tate

10. The metaphysical poet as a rationalist begins at or near the extensive

or denoting end of the line; the romantic or symbolist poet at the other,

intensive end; and each by a straining 'feat of the imagination tries to push

his meanings as far as he can towards the opposite end, so as to occupy

the entire scale. ~^3.
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(Utopia) Sa^o^b Sbotosj^efc, &$ perfectability

<.^& atfo

d^do. Tate sfSe^

^. 9(>

ar- es

(realization).

^6 ^55^5

(monoistic).

11. "Poetry is not only quite different from science, but hi its essence is

opposed to science". - ' A History of Modem Criticism. Vol. VI" Rene
Weltek - p 152 6* *e$d0iSi>&oA.

12. It is ultimately a version of the unified sensibility of T.S. Eliot, the union

of feeling and intellect achieved in poetry.
- "&&.
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(verbal

organism) ep ^<&!oxte*, s>o<i>6^ rfbo

SP<SPG&,

%

phenomenology* -

.
(t3)

(the criticism of consciousness)

(unique)

o. ("the

vefbatized embodiment of the unique .mode of consciousness

of -'the 'writer*.)

Georges Poutet
M

Critique de la conscience'
1

13. Phenomenology for Bussed is the science of the phenomena of

consciousness or of intentional experiences 'Contemporary Criticism: An
Amhotegy" - EcWor : V.S. Sefeiraman. P. 7..

14. The criticism of consciousness is a criticism of the author's experience
conveyed in a text, and of his consciousness at the moment of creation"
~s& : p. 8. quoted from "Critics of Consciousness".
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J. Hillis Miller, "Charles Dickens: the World of his Novels" *

(attitudes) esqptforp 5<&*, Miller,

es^tfsa iSoStf efp S^ 1

(interior mode of

consciousness)

-3-

(Russian Formalism) 1916

Structuralism

. Harold Osborne
x

Aesthetics and Criticism'

(p. 289)

SbftS
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fia

cSb^^S cforfo^eip, a<aps*ag cX&rfo
s n

(structure

.

oe
O

(the "sum

of all the devices employed in ft")

Sx>c55o^do (organizing and deforming).
(15)

Sc^ofi).
Bon's Efchenbauum

15. "Concha of Criticism*. -
p. 276.

16. Boris Eichenbauum defined a literary work of art as "always something
made, shaped, invested - not only artful but artificial in the good sense
of the word," - Victor Erfich, 'Russian Formalism" p. 190 - Quoted in

"Contemporary CnticismVp. 20.
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, S^c&oS*

. Zirmunskij sa^S^ VSSSarf S*
1

(verbal art)

(Literary devices)

^^cSS^^S "functional linguistics
1

>honemics' & ^<5 Jtfao&

S^gS*^ (sound pattern &*),

(Semantics

Roman Jakobson

>^ ^rSp iprfo^oio' (Prague Linguistic Circle)

.

1926 <* Vilem Mathesius *$$&* S)C^&o<a.

Ado tf^oSd&o Stf^s^ ^a^flfoS
6 es^Socpdo. Rrmal--

ism' .^ "&&'&' 83&oDrp Structuralism ^ "IbdS

f ideological

17. All the formalists have developed methods of astonishing ingenuity for

analyzing sound-patterns, metrical systems of the different languages,

principles of composition, types of poetic diction, etc., mostly in dose

collaboration with the new functional linguistics which developed

"phonemics", now flourishing also in America. - Concepts of

Criticism" -
p. 276.
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23

-1-

o 55o^^5 afc-aauf&* a.^s'g-,s^ (eqibrium)

en. Slgmond Freud (1856-1939) & t.5^.a.|>.
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&c

id .

-
Super -

ego.

Id 6^ Libido rfpifJSposJofi *odoa.

^ *3j.Oi&-..&CSQS*aSGpSi3 .

Id

<&$> c3jioS^ (pleasure principle ^b)

. &a

9 o

ity principle

Id &

Super -
ego

x>^5o& s^tfes ii^

Id,
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cxo.
O

Neurosis,

{Substitution gratificationp

(ego)
- "Creative Writers and Day-dreaming' : Freud.
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(abnormality)

Adler, Neurosis So & ^o3jarf
* F^5o (inferiority complex) <&o&

(superiority complex) aotfaOS neurosis

(Compensate

(abnormal)

dcp<s5on

neurotic -

According to the principles of 'individual psychology", "every neurosis can

be understood as an attempt to free oneself from a feeling of inferiority

in order to gain a feeling of superiority*. "Psycho
-
Analysis and Criticism*

- Herbert Read a*gtfo* Alfred Adler's
"
The Practice and Theory of

Individual Psychology* p. 23 &o&*n6o &&oe>. &* "Twentieth Century

Criticism : The Major Statements", p. 425.
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, neurotic

Claudius

(ghost)

- neurotic n -

,
neurotic

>, Fantasy 3,

(tension)
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. Dr. Ernest Jones "Si* 3fift!&&

o tf

Oedipus Complex

(Oedipus Complex)

esS^io^ 8D4ofi

(inner meaning).

^od^<i cSo^efc Lionel Trilling.

Franz Alexander 'Henry lV
>

'

(ego) <sS5SD&o& cDo^ ^korp rftfc&^S
6

3. "Hamlet: The Psycho-analytical Solution". - Ernest Jones.
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, Super-ego SP^O^ t^<^ Hotspur

Id Sr>^o6^ &^ Falstaff

&)O^) (Condensation),

(substitution), &*fl^4 (displacement) ^5

. 18 ^ ^i^o^S Vico

4. "Freud and Literature' : Lionel TrHUng.
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neurosis gaepSS s^tfea

S'S

(Collective man).

-2-

C.G. Jung (1875-1961)

(psychological and visionary).
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&<&& a55$6^S

ls' >ox)oi>
cp

^tf&S'

ea

cfibjfoff. (5)

'

(Collective uncon-

scious).
. . a

,

X

^S"
''

(Faust)

5. -Psychology and Literature" : C.Q. Jung.
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atfooiStfo-^io. F.G. Frazer 'The Golden Bough
1

88 >
>*

(1890-1915) 69^

^5*0 tfe-

Peo
1

(motifs
- themes)

Frazer

(archetypes)

287



Maud Bodkin "Archetypal Patterns in Poetry" (1934)
*

29c& S*pg &*&>>* 9&g5S^ Sqpg^oS loSssp?^, (narra-

tive design), &j*ZF<>n* $&& S^QJ,

patterns

Gilbert Murray "Hamlet", "Orestes"

<&l<55orp ('almost eternal durability"

6. 'Archetypal Patterns in Poetry" : Maud Bodkin : p. 2.
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. Richard Chasje,

Leslie Fiedler, Northrop Frye sSoS as$rtSbe

(conventions) n

g<sS9^o^. ("The typical forms of myth become

conventions and genres of literature".)

o
1

(narrative genres) -

S (satire). es>f) ^PCO

Spring (<3oo) , Summer
(fisSgo),

Autumn
(ftf^) s Winter

S6

(SoaS6S^o^. .5

B4J (quest-myth)

pattern of significance
- efc5o*a5

tffi, ^o$ vegetative fertility,

fl
**
3

Frye : g<> t*4&r> ^^So^o, escS^pSS cSooo^oOrf d^ (phase).^

, (revival,

7. Since the quest-myth is central to ritual and myth - and thus to literature

- all the literary genres may be derived from it -
'Literary Criticism : A

Short Hbtory-
- p 710.
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dissolution d<

(chaos)

(subordii^e)&^

Ffye.

anthropology
1

(subordinate)

> dethyrarnbic,' rhapsodic

x

Lrterary

8. "The Archrtfpas of Literature" -
Northrop Frye. jH Sbrftf OJQA^tj

'
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(condensation), oSj^fi^ft (displacement),

over-determination <9)

<sS^^c*i ^o^e^o^j^o^. Susanna Langer

(metaphysical)

{a

new mythology) S)C^3 6*8?

SIT

{10>

Joyce, Eliot

9. "Literary Criticism : A Short History' : p. 709.

10. * : p. 705
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24

-1-

1955 * S 3Sf,.69a' s^S
1

"Theory of Literature"

. 1986

History of Modern Criticism
11

defend

(Semantics &)

. QS <s$aa

SoD^a^S rfodfo^Si
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py*eg tfrfrf c}<*3

Frye \&>\rfF>pv (S5

(oSS^Sa ^6o5bSb grSo

^otoofl.

(cSS^tocS j3tfo#art>S.

. Structuralist.

Ferdinand de Saussure

(Linguistic structure) fc^'-*o3 ^Stf&p 9*<o )&

&& <1 ^

(perception)

o ^^5

88 O

Locke

(organized thought),

1

(Word -

t. In teeff, thought fe ice a swirling cloud, where no shape is intrinsically

determinate. No ideas are established in advance, and nothing is distinct

before the mtroduction of linguistic structure. - "Course in General

Ungustfcs - 110.
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'

(sigqifier &*)> oSnoJ3o*ac5
x

,&*ij*g^
J

(Signi-

fied

rfe oSo^d^-o (associative link) ^S

c5os>
cp a

qr
Btfi4-6^gpOS.tfo-*odoa.- :

.

<

lfOtti
- ^ciSx?

(Imiage

I) rto ^tfo 3d8b^orp SejaStfe&s-fijtfd^clS
Soe^oS6

Structural Linguistics 3x>d&> 'ip.sSS*a

b^^o^. ^a 5%cj55 tfio^a^a'

(units)
--"

2. The content of a word is determined in the final analysis not by what it

contains but by what exists outside it -
^3.
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(complex structures)

?

? 9c3 Structuralism So

structuralism

(refer-

ence). ^5oip' ("Course in General Linguistics" *)
x

Langage
l

,

', Tarole' ^>^^S^^ ^Scpo^> popdb. Xangage'

(Speech ) &$o$j*c5<S$ gp^rpgS^ ^pO^ofi).

'Langue
1

^^dbo tftf&icpSS sfccS&^tfvfcr*^ 9aigoSA
v

Parole
1

^>o^a Scabs' ^p^eso (individual utterance). Structur-

alism
x

parole' Sj^eS 'langge'

-c&oS langue oge^S

langue otosfj.
a*sS^ epB^fiS" cip^o. s>ej(1 Structuralist

3. The particular text wl only be an instance that allows us to describe the

properties of literature. - Todorov.
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Culler Structural Poetics
1

6*' ^cStopg^' (signified &)

>'
(signrfiers) Su^eaS)

cp

o ^So a*^ Ti ^S5

defamiliarization

. Structuralist

098

4. The poem is "a structure of signrfiers which absorb and reconstitute the

signifier."
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(morphological com-

ponents) 33k0.6* WPah; o\tf%F>&* j3 -&-O&PCCO.
P "-

(Constituents) ^5

tf

^Linguistics and Poetics
1 *

iSa'iStfg

%

tfo$tfj.' (associative)

'

5. The poetic function jprpject^ the principte of equivalence from the axis of

selection to the axis <rf combination. - Jokobson : 'Lingustics and
Poetics'. -

p. 95.
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(Syntagmatic)

Structuralists 'c5go3jc5 <js>tfs$o^o5*> phonemes,

<p

. >a>5aS
-

Structuralists',

irony, paradox

Structuralists

-.,2:-

Structuralist

(sign)

fied)

s>tfo
9

(signifier)

(arbitrary) n

; Jacques Derrida

(signi-

299



(speech)

rfo

c^o (writing)

(Phoncx^entric)

^Dialogues
1 6*

(system of differences);

(signrfier)

&$ (signifier) &P &?o*gaJ (signified I)

(arbitrary) n

(differences) ^S

6. Art Barman: -From Ihe New Criticism to Oeconstructioa" (1988) p. 2Q3.
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f

(deffering)

lf*&oa.

cjrftf

OE

. s0f

OeJ0tfS'
Q Q

(ta*c*i| db .Q^SeSQS3 Aotoofi.

. 3&cr>
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, ) tfi5ci (text)

(transcendental signtfier)

(reality principle)

(key words), 3tit8.Sf

(undermine

f

(erasure)

(metaphor)
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(deconstruction)

9"otSS'iSt3-eo

303



<ngo' (pure signified) &
'

.

(signifiers) 3

7*5

-3-

J. Hillis Miller, Paul de Man, Geoffrey Hartman, Harold

Bloom - Yale a^a"cpgocCbS). as^p^es o^otf^)

1979 ^
"DecxHistructton and Criticism

11

Miller

. Wallace Stevens ^a^ The Roc*" 6^S tfytfs-

sSr ^T^oSb s
"

(impasst).
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(canny).

^^g
i structuralists

jSoeoS)
aaptf -

(uncanny critics) e^co^db. S&OP, aSiP^ea asic|jSbc..^e

Sn>rfe Sl
n

(absurd)

. Q^ scepticfem

>. (M.H. Abrams
"

. "All

reading is mis-reading".)

Paul de Man

So

7. M.H. Abrams : The Deconstnjdiv An^/ (in "Cor^mporafy

An Anthotegy-.
- Edited by V.S.
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>. (fabricate

(>|>c$< 3&tf}Sb irony, paradox <& S&S^ BP^)^* de Man

aporia & xip^<. Aporia 6* tfox&

- tension -

>o$)e2>aD. Aporia

(metaphor),

(metonomy) -"

de Man. David Lodge o&>

. De

(intention &* )

Congruent n,
%

Geoffrey Hartman 98^2

n o

9

. Miller^S

Paul de Man

.sS Hartman

8. 'From the New Oritfobm to Deconstruction" : p. 239.
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Hartman.

Harold Bloom

post-structuralismSb

fP^ tfoF& Bloom.

S^oft

(text)

O^SSPO 5Sof 8

9. There are no texts, but only relationship between texb. - Harold

Bbom : "A Map of Misreading".
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1970
'

(Feminist Literary Criticism). s

Sorf

.

Sp, -fco

(perspective)

Simone deBeauvoir 1952 ^"irf-The Second Sex"
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(marginalize 3

Sort

S3*SS

. fc
n

. art

"fc"

fc
-

10. One is not bom, but rather becomes a woman .... it is civilization a a

whole that produces this creature. - Simone deBeauvoir: "TheSecond
Sex" - p 301.

1 1 . "Making a Difference : Feminist Literary Criticism': Edited by Gayle Greene

Coppelia Kahn : p. 3.
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Sherry B. Ortner.

o

(*i)ss>o

fc

Ortner.

Ortner
"

es^ ^db

<>.<
12>

. fc

12. "Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?" - Sherry B. Ortner

p 9-11.
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reader") S
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"gyncx^ritics

Showalter

(advcx^te) Sctbtfo

(self-discovery)

g", ft ^&f^S* ^dtfio ^gSo^S^. ("a

search for identity")

13. Elaine Showalter : "Towards a Feminist Poetics? :

14. Showalter :

" A Literature of their Own : British Women Novelists from

Bronte to Lessing
"

(1977) p. 13.
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Judith Fetterly

Fetterly

Showalter

%

gynocritics
j

15. Judtfi Fettertey : "A FMnM Approach to American Fiction" (1978) p vi

quoted, in F.L.CX p. 40.
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Song, Spectacle.
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.Sp

Plot, Character, Thought, Diction,

manner

(technique)

1. "UteraryQitidsm:Europe
- odj6*S V.Y. KantakSQ "

Aristofe and Bharata : Western and Eastern

Dramatic Modes "f
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Brooks

, Richards, Empson .

^al ^ S5P?^ ^o<>. Empson

(ambiguity)

paradox), irony

rtb8o6 (the language of

paradox, irony

2. "Vakrokti and Stylistic Concepts*.
-
p. 72. : R.S. Pathak.
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(speech)

3. D.V. Murthy : -Studies in Indian Aesthete and Criticism"
* "Three Modem

Writers on Art Experience"
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